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Introduction. In this paper we characterize semigroups 5 which have a semigroup Q
of left quotients, where Q is an 9?-unipotent semigroup which is a band of groups. Recall
that an 01-unipotent (or left inverse) semigroup S is one in which every 3?-class contains a
unique idempotent. It is well-known that any 9?-unipotent semigroup 5 is a regular
semigroup in which the set of idempotents is a left regular band in that efe = ef for any
idempotents e, f in S. 3£-unipotent semigroups were studied by several authors, see for
example [1] and [13]. Bailes [1] characterized 9?-unipotent semigroups which are bands of
groups. This characterization extended the structure of inverse semigroups which are
semilattices of groups. Recently, Gould studied in [7] the semigroup S which has a
semigroup Q of left quotients where Q is an inverse semigroup which is a semilattice of
groups.

Many definitions of semigroups of quotients have been proposed and studied. For a
survey, the reader may consult Weinert's paper [14]. These definitions have been
motivated by corresponding definitions in ring theory. In this paper we are concerned
with a concept of semigroups of left quotients adopted by Fountain and Petrich [5]. The
definition proposed there is restricted to completely 0-simple semigroups of left quotients.
The idea is that a completely 0-simple semigroup Q containing a subsemigroup S is a
semigroup of left quotients of S if every element q in Q can be written as q = a~xb for
some elements a, b in 5 with a1 =t 0 and a"1 the inverse of a in the group $?-class Ha of Q.
In this case 5 is also called a left order in Q. This definition and its dual were used in [5] to
characterize semigroups 5 which have a completely 0-simple semigroup of quotients. An
extension of this definition was used in [6] to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for
a semigroup 5 to have a bisimple inverse w-semigroup of left quotients. This extended
definition was also used in [7] to characterize semigroups S which have a semigroup Q of
left quotients where Q is an inverse semigroup which is a semilattice of groups. In this
paper we consider the corresponding problem for 92-unipotent semigroups which are
bands of groups.

After preliminary results, we obtain in Section 2, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a semigroup 5 to have a semigroup Q of left quotients where Q is an
!%-unipotent semigroup which is a band of groups. This result will be used in Section 3
together with the characterization of ^-unipotent semigroups which are bands of groups
in terms of spined products to obtain an alternative structure for a semigroup 5 to have a
left regular band of groups as a semigroup of left quotients. Section 4 is devoted to the
case where the left orders are in a class of 9?*-unipotent semigroups.

We use the notation and terminology of Howie [9]. Other undefined terms can be
found in Fountain's paper [4].

1. Preliminaries. Recall that for a semigroup S, any two elements a, b in 5 are
9l*-related if they are related by Green's relation 01 in some oversemigroup of S. The
following Lemma from [10] and [11] gives an alternative definition of 01*.
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LEMMA 1.1. For any two elements a, b in a semigroup S, the following statements are
equivalent:

(i) a&l*b in S
(ii) sa = ta<$sb = tb\Ms, t e S\

The following Corollary is a consequence of Lemma 1.1:

COROLLARY 1.2. If a is an element of a semigroup S and e is an idempotent in S, then
a0t*e in S if and only if

(i) ea = a, and
(ii) sa = ta=>se = te; Vs, t e S\

The dual relation of 01* is Z£*. It is easy to see that 01* is a left congruence and if* is
a right congruence. Thus the intersection of 0t* and i£* is an equivalence relation
denoted by $f*. It is evident for J£ = 0t, £, or 2if that ^fc^f* and for any regular
elements a, b in a semigroup 5; aXb follows from ajK*b. Therefore 3K = 3C* on regular
semigroups.

As a consequence of Corollary 1.2 and its dual or from [4] we have the following
Lemma:

LEMMA 1.3. If e is an idempotent of a semigroup S, then, H* is a cancellative monoid.

Moreover, we have as a consequence of Proposition 1.13 of [4]:

LEMMA 1.4. If e, fare ^-related idempotents in a semigroup S, then H* ~ H*.

It is known that if Q is an 9?-unipotent semigroup which is a band of groups, then Q
can be written as a disjoint union of groups Ga, a e Y, that is, Q — U Ga, where Y is a

band isomorphic to the band of idempotents of Q. In particular Y is a left regular; so we
may call Q a left regular band of groups. We refer the reader to [1] for further details. As
a consequence we have the following Corollary:

COROLLARY 1.5. Let Q be a left regular band of groups and E be its band of
idempotents. Then Q is the left regular band E of the ffl-classes He; e e E of Q.

From [1] we have the following result:

THEOREM 1.6. Let Q be an 9t-unipotent semigroup. Then:
(a) Q is a union of groups if and only if 01= 'M in Q.
(b) Q is a band of groups if and only if 01 is a congruence on Q.

The central concept in our work is the concept of semigroups of left quotients. We
say an oversemigroup Q of a semigroup 5 is a semigroup of left quotients of S if for any
element a in S, a is in a subgroup of Q whenever a%!*a2 in 5, and for any element q of Q,
there exist a, b in 5 such that q = a~[b where a"1 is the inverse of a in a subgroup of Q.
Similar definitions were adopted in [5], [6], [7] and [8]. If Q is a semigroup of left
quotients of a semigroup then S is said to be a left order in Q. Our investigation will be on
the light of left regular bands of right reversible, cancellative semigroups. We recall from
[2] that a semigroup 5 is right reversible if SaDSb =£0 for all a, b in 5, that is, for any
a, b in 5, there exist x, y in S with xa = yb.

For cancellativity, we conclude from [7] the following Lemma:
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LEMMA 1.7. If S is a semilattice of cancellative semigroups, then ffl* is the greatest
band congruence on S all of whose classes are cancellative.

2. Left orders in a band of groups. Let Q be an 3$-unipotent semigroup with set of
idempotents E. Recall that £ is a left regular band and every 9?-class in Q contains a
unique idempotent. Consider Q to be a band Y of groups Ga; aeY, where for any
a, P € Y, Ga n Gp = 0 if a * /? and Q = U Ga; GaGp c Gaf}, £ = Y, and Y is a left

aeY

regular band. Moreover, by Corollary 1.5, the groups Ga, aeY are taken to be the
$f-classes of Q. Now let 5 be a semigroup which is a left order in Q. Put Sa = S DGa for
any aeY. From Theorem 1.6, %€ is a congruence on Q, so that from Propositions (2) and
(4) of [8], Sa=£0 for all aeY. Clearly, for any a in Y, Sa is a subsemigroup of S. Since
So. is a subsemigroup of the group Ga, Sa is cancellative. Moreover we have:

LEMMA 2.1. For any aeY, the semigroup Sa is a left order in Ga.

Proof. This is immediate from Propositions (2) and (4) of [8].

PROPOSITION 2.2. The semigroup S is a left regular band Y of right reversible,
cancellative semigroups Sa, a eY.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 1.24 of [2].

The following Corollary is immediate.

COROLLARY 2.3. If q eQ, then there exist a, b in S with a %b in Q and q = a~xb.

The objective now towards a converse of Proposition 2.2. Let 5 be a semigroup
which is a left regular band Y of right reversible, cancellative semigroups Sa, aeY. By
Theorem 1.24 of [2], for each a e Y, Sa has a group Ga of left quotients. We may assume
GanGp = 0 for any a-, /3 € Y, a =£ /?. Put Q = (J Ga. Notice that if b e Sa and ceSa,

aeY '

then be e Sap and since Y is a left regular band, beb e Ŝ SpSo. £ S = Safta = Safi. By right
reversibility of Saf} there exist x', v' e Sap with x'bcb =y'bc. Putting x =x'bc, y = y'b.
Clearly, xb —yc, x = x'bc e SaliSaSp <z Saji and y e SaP. Furthermore, for any a eSa, d e
Sfj, xa e Safia = Sap, yd e S^p = SaP and so (xa)~lyd exists in Gap.

Now define a product . on Q by

where, if a, b e Sa; c, d e Sp, then x, y e SaP are chosen so that xb = yc.
Since Y is a left regular band,

xa e SapSa c SaPa = Sap and (xa)~' e GaP

also
yd e SapSp c SaPP = SaP and yd e GaP.

Therefore, the product {xa)~xyd is taken as the product in Gap. We notice that the
property of left regularity of the band Y together with right reversibility and cancellatively
of Sa, a eY are sufficient to carry out the proof of [7] for Q to be a groupoid under the
given product, so we omit it here. To prove that product is associative we need the
following Lemma.
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LEMMA 2.4. If aeY and a, b are elements of Sa, then a0t*b in S.

Proof. Let aeY, a, b eSa and s e Sk, t e 5M form some A, ft in Y with 5a = ta. Then
Ska = Slla. Put fi-Xa = fia. Since 5a, ta in Sp, then by right reversibility of Sp, there exist
m, n in Sp such that msa = nta. Notice that

ms e SkaSk c 5AaA = 5Aa. = 5,3; nt e S ^ c S,,^ = SMa = 5^

and again by right reversibility of Sp, there exist u, v in Sp with ums = vnt and
umsa = vnta. Since «m, sa, vn and fa are in Sp, sa = ta and Ŝ  is cancellative, then
um = vn (= k, say). It follows that ks = At and ksb = fob. Since fc, sb and ffe are in Sp.
Then, by cancellativity in Sp we obtain sb = tb.

Now consider the case where t is 1 and assume sa = 1. a for some ieS A . It follows
that Ska = Sa and there exist m,neSa such that msa = na. Notice that a = ka,
a=aka=ak and ms eSak = Sa. By reversibility of SQ., there exist u,veSa with
HTO = vn. Thus H/ma = vna. But sa= a in SQ. and um, wi e S^, then by cancellativity in
Sa, we get um = vn (= k, say). It follows that ks — k and ksb = kb. Since k, sb and b are
in Sa, sb = b = 1. b.

The case where s is 1 is similar.
We conclude that for any s, t e Sl, sa — ta implies sb = tb.
Similarly, sb = tb implies sa = ta. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, a@l*b in 5.

COROLLARY 2.5. aW*a2 for any element a in S.

Proof. Let aeSa, seSk, teS,, with a2s = a2t. It is clear that a2eSa and aX = a(i
(=y, say). Choose k eSY and write ka. as = ka. at. Notice that

ka e SaA5ff e Saka = Sak = SY;as,ate SY

and 5 is cancellative. Hence as = at.
Now consider the case where f is 1 and assume a2s = a2 . 1 for some s e Sx. It follows

that Sak = Sa and a. as = a. a in Sa, a, as eSa. By cancellativity in 5,,. we get as = a. 1.
The case where s is 1 is similar.
Hence for any s, t e S1; a2s = a2t implies as = at.

It is obvious that as = at implies a2s = a2t. Therefore by the dual of Lemma 1.1; ai£*a2 in
5. But a9l*a2 in S by Lemma 2.4. Hence aW*a2 in 5.

Returning now to the product of Q, the associativity of the product of Q in the
inverse semigroup case was proved in [7] by using only the property that a$t*b in 5 for
any a,beSa; aeY. Therefore, we can see by Lemma 2.4 that the product of Q is
associative by a similar proof to that in [7]. Moreover, it can be seen that the product of
Q is an extension of that in S. It is immediate from the definition of the product of Q,
that GaGpcGap for any a, /3 e Y. Therefore Q is a left regular band of groups Ga;
aeY. From its construction, Q is a semigroup of left quotients of 5. In conclusion we
have established the following result.

THEOREM 2.6. A semigroup S has a left regular band of groups as a semigroup of left
quotients if and only if S is a left regular band of right reversible, cancellative semigroups.

Theorem 2.6 shows that, if 5 is a left regular band of right reversible, cancellative
semigroups, then for any decomposition of 5 as a left regular band Y of right reversible,
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cancellative semigroups, we can construct a semigroup Q of left quotients of 5 where Q is
a left regular band Y of groups. Neither the decomposition of 5 nor the construction of Q
is unique (see [7]). In order to overcome this problem of uniqueness in the inverse
semigroup case, the notion of stratified semigroup of left quotients was introduced in [7]
as follows:

Let Q be an oversemigroup of semigroup 5. Then Q is a stratified semigroup of left
quotients of 5 if:

(i) for any elements a, b of 5,
in Q if and only if a3/t*b in 5
in Q if and only if a£*b in S

(ii) every element a of 5 is in a subgroup of Q whenever a $f*a2 in S
(iii) every element of Q can be written as a~xb where a, b e S and aSftb in Q.
If Q is a left regular band Y of groups that is also a stratified semigroup of left

quotients of a semigroup S, then Q is, clearly, a left regular band of groups of left
quotients of 5. In this case Q is unique up to isomorphism (Theorem 4.1 of [7]).

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let Q be a left regular band of groups of left quotients of a
semigroup S such that for any elements a, b in S, a$l*b in S implies aSkb in Q and that
aX*b in S implies a!£b in Q. Then Q is a stratified semigroup of left quotients of S.

Proof. Let Q and 5 be as given. As Q is an oversemigroup of 5, it follows that for
any a, b in 5, a§tb in Q implies a^t*b in 5 and a££b in Q implies a££*b in S. Thus
condition (i) for a stratified semigroup of left quotients of 5 holds. Condition (i) and
Corollary 2.5 imply affla2 in Q so that a is in a subgroup of Q for any a in 5, and
condition (ii) holds. Condition (iii) holds by Corollary 2.3. Hence the result.

3. Punched spined products. In this section we provide an alternative characteriza-
tion of a semigroup S which has a semigroup Q of left quotients where Q is a left regular
band of groups. This characterization will be in terms of spined products. Recall that, if E
is a band and M is a semigroup with a semilattice congruence T and a semigroup
isomorphism <t>: E/e—* M/T where e is the minimum semilattice congruence on E, then
the subdirect product

P = {(e, x) e E x M :ee"* = XT"}

is called a spined product of E and M. A subsemigroup of P that is also a subdirect
product of E and M is called a punched spined product of E and M. The aim of this
section is to prove that the left orders characterized in Section 2 are in fact punched
spined products.

Let Q be an 9?-unipotent semigroup and E be its band of idempotents. Let £ be the
minimum semilattice congruence on E. For any e eE, denote the e-class containing e by e
or E(e). Write Y = {e:e eE}. Since E is left regular, then E(e) is a left zero semigroup.
Let y = {(x, y) eQ x Q: V(x) = V(y)}. It is well known that y is the minimum inverse
semigroup congruence on Q and y\E = e. Suppose that Q is a band of groups, then Q/y
is a semilattice of groups and we can write Q/y = U Hs where Hs is the group $f-class in

Q/y containing e. Moreover, Q is a spined product P of E and Q/y, that is,

P = {(x-xx, xy)eEx Q/y;xe Q]
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We emphasize that P is a semilattice of the direct products E(e) x Hs, e e Y and the
product of P is reduced from the Cartesian product E x Q/y. Moreover, for any (/, yy)
in E(e) x He; (/, yy)%(f, e) in P, the inverse of (/, yy) in HifJ) is (/, y~*y). We refer the
reader to [1] and [12] for further details.

Let 5 be a semigroup which has P as a semigroup of left quotients. For any e e Y,
define a subset A/a of Q/y by the rule; m e Me if and only if m e Q/y and (/, m)eS for
some / e E(e).

LEMMA 3.1. For any e in Y; Msis a cancellative semigroup.

Proof. It is clear from Corollary 2.3 and the consideration of the subgroups of P that
Mg is not empty. It is also clear that M? is a subsemigroup of Hs where Hs is the group
$?-class in Q/y. Hence M£ is cancellative.

LEMMA 3.2. For any e in Y, Mt is right reversible.

Proof. Let ay, by be in Ms and g, h in E(e) so that (g, ay), (h, by) are in 5. Choose
cy e Ma and take (k, cy) e S for some k e E(e). Since

(k,cy)(g,ay)(h,b'ly)eE(e)xHg,

then by left ordering of 5 in P, there exist (/, qy), (i, dy) in 5 and the inverse (/, q~ly) of
(/. 97) s u c n ^a t

(/, ^yXA:, cy)(g, ay)(/i, e) = (f,f)(i, dy){h, by).

Hence (gc)yay = (fd)yby.
Now we show that (gc)y e Ms and (fd)y e Ms. Notice from the first equality that

k =fi and thus fk = k. Since

(fk, (qc)y) = (/, qy)(k, cy) eS, fk = k = e,

then (qc)y e Ms. _
Similarly, (//, (fd)y) = (/,/)(/, dy)eS,fi = k = e and (fd)y eM-e.
Hence the result.
Now we put M = U Me, M is a semilattice y of right reversible, cancellative

semigroups Mg, e e Y. It is easy to see that U (E(e) x Me) is a spined product containing

5. Moreover, as a straightforward consequence of the fact that 5 intersects every $?-class
of P, we have

LEMMA 3.3.

(i) For any e e E, there exists xyeHs with (e, xy) e S.
(ii) For any f eE, yy e Ms, there exists g e E(f) with (g, yy) e S.

Now it follows that S is a punched spined product and the following result is
established.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let P be a left regular band of groups and S be a semigroup. If P is
a semigroup of quotients of S, then S is a punched spined product of a left regular band
and a semilattice of right reversible, cancellative semigroups.
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For a converse of Proposition 3.4, let 5 be a punched spined product of a left regular
band E and a semilattice Y of right reversible, cancellative semigroups Ma, a e Y. For
aeY, let Ea be the /-class of E indexed by a. For a e Y and e e Ea, let

Me,a={(e,x):xeMa} and Se^ = SDMea.

Since 5 is a punched spined product, Se ,a^0 and clearly Serr is a subsemigroup of 5.
Thus 5 is a left regular band of cancellative semigroups Sea, aeY, e e Ea.

Let aeY, e e Ea and (e, u), (e, v) e Sea. As Ma is right reversible, there are
elements h, k e Ma with hu = kv. By the assumption, there are elements f, g e Ea with
if. h)(g, k) e S and then;

(e, uh) = (e, «)(/, h) e Se_a, (e, uk) = (e, u)(g, k) e Se,a,

and further,
(e, uh){e, u) = (e, uhu) = (e, ukv) = (e, uk)(e, v),

Thus Sea is right reversible.
Now by a direct application of Theorem 2.6 we get the converse of Proposition 3.4.
In conclusion we have the following result:

THEOREM 3.5. A semigroup S has a left regular band of groups as a semigroup of left
quotients if and only if S is a punched spined product of a left regular band and a
semilattice of right reversible, cancellative semigroups.

The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.

COROLLARY 3.6. / / 5 is a spined product of a left regular band and a semilattice of
right reversible, cancellative semigroups, then S has a left regular band of groups as a
semigroup of left quotients.

For the rest of the section, let 5 be a spined product of a left regular band E and a
semilattice Y of cancellative semigroups Ma.; aeY. Put E = LJ Ea, M = U Ma and
S=\J(EaxMa).

creV

LEMMA 3.7. The relation dK* is the greatest semilattice congruence on M all of whose
classes are cancellative.

Proof. By Lemma 1.6, %€* is the greatest band congruence on M all of whose classes
are cancellative. The relation y defined on M by the rule

(a, b) e y if and only if a, b e Ma for some aeY

is a band congruence on M all of whose classes are cancellative. Therefore, y c 3€*. Now
for any elements a, b in M, we have (ab, ba)e y. Hence ab$€*ba and M/5if* is a
semilattice.

Identify the semilattice M\Dt* by J, that is, M is a semilattice J of H* ;jeJ. For each
jeJ, let Zj = {aeY;Ma^Hj}. Readily, Z, is a subsemilattice of Y, for any ye J. Put
Fj= U Ea and Sj= U (EaxMa).

aeZi aeZj

We are now in a position to prove the final result of this section.
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PROPOSITION 3.8. The following statements concerning the semigroup S are equivalent:
(1) each ffl*-class of M is right reversible.
(2) for any a, b in M, there exist x, y in M with xa = yb and xdK*y %£*ab.
(3) Sj is right reversible for any j in j .
(4) There is an oversemigroup T of S which is a left regular band 3£ of right

reversible, cancellative semigroups Ta\ae% where for any j e J; tH* is isomorphic
to Ta for some a e %.

Proof. Recall that 3if* is a semilattice congruence on M.
(1)<=>(2) is (iii)O(iv) of Theorem 5.1 of [7].
(1) <S> (3) If (1 holds and j e J, {e, a), (f, b) in Sy, that (e, a)eEax Ma, {f,b)eEpx

Mp, say, where Ma and Mp are subsets of Hf, then there exist x, y e Hf with xa =yb,
where x e Mk, y e M^ for some A, n e Zr It follows that Xa = fifi. Let g e Ek, he E^ and
s e MXa = M^p. Then

gehf e EiEnE^Ep c Eka, sx e MkaMisMia, sy £ M^Mp c M^

and, sxa = syb. The elements

{gehf, sx), {gehf, sy) are in {Ea x Ma)

so that, they are in Sj. Moreover,

{gehf, sxa) = {gehf, syb), that is, {gehfe, sxa) = {gehff, syb)

and {gehf, sx){e, a) = {gehf, sy){f, b). Hence (3) holds.
If (3) holds and a, b in H*, then for some a, /? e Zy, a e Ma, b e Mp. Let e e Ea,

f eEp so that {e, a), (/, b) are in Sj. Then there exist (g, x), {h, y) in 5, with
{g, x){e, a) = {h, y){f, b). In particular; x, y e H*, xa =yb and (1) holds.

(1)<*(4) if (1) holds, then by Lemma 3.7, H* and hence {e} x H* is a right
reversible, cancellative semigroup for any e e Ea, a e Z;. For any j eJ, a e Zjt put

Na = U (M x Hf) so that Fj x Hf = U K

and

{ j )
jeJ jeJ \aeZj

= u(u (u
is a left regular band of right reversible, cancellative semigroups. Clearly, for any ye J,
a e Zy, e e £ , ; {e} x //,* « /f * and 5 is a subsemigroup of T. Hence (4) holds.

If (4) holds, then trivially (1) holds.

4. d2*-unipotent semigroups. Recall from (4) that a semigroup 5 is abundant if each
£%*-class and each i?*-class of 5 contains an idempotent. If a is an element of 5, the a+

and a* denote typical idempotents in 3?* and L* respectively. A semigroup 5 is
superabundant if each $?*-class contains an idempotent. In this section we consider the
class of abundant semigroups 5 in which the set of idempotents forms a left regular band.
In this case every 9P-class of 5 contains a unique idempotent, thus 5 is called
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9t*-unipotent. The objective is to characterize a class of S?*-unipotent semigroups which
have a semigroup Q of left quotients, where Q is a left regular band of groups. This is a
special case of the subject discussed in the previous sections. The dual of £%*-unipotent
semigroups was studied in [3] from which we conclude the following result.

LEMMA 4.1. Let S be an 91*-unipotent semigroup. Then
(1) 5 is superabundant if and only if <3l* = ST on S.
(2) 5 is a band of cancellative monoids if and only if S is superabundant and ffl* is a

congruence on S.

Throughout this section, let 5 be an £%*-unipotent semigroup.

PROPOSITION 4.2. If S is a left regular band Y of right reversible, cancellative
semigroups Sa, a eY, then the following statements are equivalent

(1) S is superabundant
(2) for any a eY, a eSa, there exists an idempotent eY in SYfor some y eY with e!£*a

and ya — a.

Proof. (1) ̂  (2) Let a eY, a eSa and a$k*ey where ey is an idempotent in 5y. Since
<3l* = Stf* on 5 (Lemma 4.1) then a<£*eY and eYa = a, that is SYSa c 5a. so that ya = a.

( 2 ) ^ ( 1 ) Let aeSa where a9l*e6, e6 is an idempotent in Ss. Then e6a = a, that is,
6a = a. It follows that aba = a and ad = a. In particular aed e Sa. By right reversibility
of Sa, xa =yae6 for some x, y e Sa, so that xae6 =yaed. The cancellation in Sa implies
x=y and xa=xae6. Thus a = ae6. Now let eY be an idempotent in 5y with e!£*a and
SYSa^Sa. Since aeY = a = ae6 and e!£*a, then eY = eYe6. Recall that eYa eSYSa c S a ,
a e Sa, Sa is right reversible so that ueYa = va for some u, v e Sa. Since a3ft*e6, we get
ueYed = ve6. But eye6 = ey and ve6 = veae6 = vea = v. Thus ueY = v. Therefore, ueYeYa =
va and eYa = a. Since eYa = a = e6a and e69t*a, then eyeb = e6. Hence eY = e6 and aJ£*e6,
that is, aH*e6 and (1) holds.

LEMMA 4.3. If S is superabundant in which for any elements a, b in S there exist x, y in
S with xa =yb and xW*yVt*ab, then each IK*-class in S is right reversible.

Proof. This is immediate from the fact that each 3€* -class of 5 is a cancellative
monoid.

PROPOSITION 4.4. If S is a band of cancellative monoids, then the following statements
are equivalent

(1) each X*-class in S is right reversible.
(2) for any a, b in S, there exist elements x, y in S with xa = yb and Xdl€*ydK*ab.

Proof.
(1)=>(2) By Lemma (4.1), S is superabundant on which ffl* is a congruence. Let
a e H*, b e H* for some idempotents, e, f in S. Then

ab € H*f, aba e H*fe = H*f

But H*f is right reversible, so there exist, u, v in H*f such that uab = vaba. Notice that
y = ua e H*fe = H*f and x = vab e H*M=H*f. Therefore

xa=yb and xW*yH*ab.

This is Lemma 4.3.
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In fact any of the statements of Proposition 4.4 is a consequence of 5 to have a
semigroup Q of left quotients where Q is a left regular band of groups. The following
lemma demonstrates this result.

LEMMA 4.5. Let S be superabundant which is a left regular band of right reversible,
cancellative semigroups. Then for any elements a, b of S, there exist x, y in S with xa = yb
and x%*y%*ab.

Proof. Put S = U Sa, where Y is a left regular band and Sa is a right reversible,
aeY

cancellative semigroup for any a e Y. Let a, b e 5; a e Sa, b eSp, say. Then ab e Safi,
aba e Sapa = Sap and there exist u, v in SaP with uaba = vab where

x = uab e SaPaP = SaP and v = va e Safia = Safi

But every two elements in Sap are £%*-related (Lemma 2.4). Then the result follows from
the fact that 38* = Sif* on S.

Now we consider the construction of Sa in 5 as given in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION [3] 4.6. Let S be superabundant with band of idempotents E and
E = U Ea be the maximal semilattice decomposition of E. For each a e Y, define

aeY

Sa = {xeS:x+,x*eEa}
Then

(1) Sais the maximal abundant semigroup of S which contains Ea as its set of
idempotents such that 9L*(Sa) c &*{S) and &*(Sa) c i?*(5)

(2) SttnSp = 0ifa±p
(3) S is a semilattice of Sa; a e Y
(4) Sa « Ea x H* where H* is the 3^*-class in S containing e and e e Ea

Now let 5 be superabundant with set of idempotent E. Retain the notations of
Proposition 4.6. Assign to each a in Y, a cancellative monoid Ma = H* for some fixed e in
Ea. By Lemma 1.4, Ma ~ H* for any / e Ea. By Proposition 4.6, Sa « Ea x Ma. Denote
the identity of Ma by ea and put M = (J Ma. Define a product . on M by

aeY

x.y = eapxy for any x eMa,y eMp

It is routine to check that x. y e Map for any x e Mp and the product is a well-defined
associative binary operation makes M a semilattice Y of the cancellative monoids
Ma, aeY. Moreover, we have the following result

LEMMA 4.7. 5 is in a one-to-one correspondence with P = U {Ea X Ma).
aeY

Proof Define <I>:P-»S by (e, a)Q> = ea. It is obvious that $ is a well-defined map.
Let (e, xj eEax Ma, (/, y)eEpx Mp such that ex =fy. It is easy to verify that e9l*ex
and f9t*fy. Therefore e =f and Ea = Ep, that is, a = /3. Thus

ex =fy^eaex = eafy^>eax = eay =>* =y

and $ is one- to-one . For surjectivity, let xeS where XS?*J: + ; X + £ £ „ . , say. Then
(x+, eax) e Ea x M^ and ( x + , eax)Q = x+eQ,x = JC+X = x .

H e n c e <£> is a bijection.
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Recall that a band E is left normal if efg = egf for any idempotents e, f, g, in E.
Clearly left normal bands are left regular. To improve the result of Lemma 4.7 we impose
the condition of left normality on E.

PROPOSITION 4.8. If E is left normal, then P = U (Ea x Ma) is isomorphic to S.
aeY

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 4.7 we have the bijection <I>:P—»S, defined by
(e, a)<& = ea for any (e, a) e P. To show that <& is a homomorphism, let (e, x) e Ea x Ma

and (f,y)eEpxMp. Then

((e,x).(f, y))<t> = (ef,eafixy)<t>

= efeaPxy

= efxy (ef, eafi e Eafi)

and

(e, x)®(f

Notice that ex0l*e and

ex'3i*e^>efext3i*efe

> efex%*ef {91* = W* on 5)

efexef = efx

efexfy = e/ry

Now let j G E such that xfVt*i. Then in particular we have jc/i = xf, that is *// = xff which
implies j = if. Therefore

efxfy = efixfy

= eifxfy (E is left normal)

= eixfy (if = i)

= exfy

and we obtain exfy = efxy. Hence <J> is an isomorphism.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.8 we have the following Corollary.

COROLLARY 4.9. / / E is left normal, then S is a spined product of a left regular band
and a semilattice Y of cancellative monoids Ma; aeY where Ma's are ^-classes of S.

Now directly from Theorem 2.6, Lemma 4.5, Lemma 4.3, Corollary 4.9 and
Corollary 3.7 we have the following result.

THEOREM 4.10. Let S be superabundant in which the set of idempotents is a left normal
band. Then the following statements are equivalent.
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(1) 5 is a left order in a left normal band of groups.
(2) S is a left order in a left regular band of groups.
(3) S is a left regular band of right reversible, cancellative semigroups.
(4) For any a, b in S, there exist x, y in S with xa = yb and x$C*ydtf!*ab.
(5) Each dK*-class in S is right reversible.
(6) 5 is a spined product of a left regular band and a semilattice of right reversible,

cancellative semigroups.
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